P R E S S R E L E A S E | Brussels - Berlin, 25 October 2019

Elia Group appoints Michael von Roeder as
Chief Digital Officer
Elia Group is pleased to announce that Michael von Roeder will join the company as of 1 November 2019 as
Chief Digital Officer (CDO). He will lead our digital transformation program and take over the leadership of
the Elia Group IT and Digital departments. As CDO, Michael von Roeder will be a member of the Elia Group
Committee (EGC).
Michael von Roeder has a great deal of experience with startups, corporate organisations (Vattenfall, Vodafone) and
consulting groups (Accenture) enabling him to drive our digital ambitions in both the regulated and non-regulated
business forward. He holds a Master of Business and Engineering at the University of Stuttgart and a Master of Business Administration (IMD Lausanne).
In June, Elia Group already announced the appointment of Stefan Kapferer as the new CEO of the German system
operator 50Hertz. As the current Chairman of the Board of Directors of the German Association of Energy and Water
Industries (BDEW), he is very well acquainted with the energy sector. Kapferer will start working at 50Hertz in December 2019.
With the appointment of Michael von Roeder and Stefan Kapferer, two top positions within the Elia Group organisation has been filled. Both will work from the Berlin head office and will be members of the Elia Group Committee that
coordinates the activities of Elia Group.
Elia Group is working on its digital transformation and I am very pleased to have the
opportunity to lead the Belgo-German teams that are preparing and implementing this
complex process. Digitalisation will support the traditional businesses of a transmission system operator (TSO) to cope with the increasing complexity of the ongoing
energy transition.
Michael von Roeder, Chief Digital Officer Elia Group

For further information please contact:
Head of Group Communication & Reputation Marleen Vanhecke | M +32 486 49 01 09 | marleen.vanhecke@eliagroup.eu
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About the Elia Group
One of Europe's top five players

In the interest of society
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We make the energy transition happen

International focus
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More information: eliagroup.eu
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